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“So far a Nobel Prize hasn’t been awarded to Dr.
Len Horowitz, but it should have been. He relays
some of the most provocative and important information in the world today.”
Col. Bo Gritz, The real life Rambo,
and most decorated officer in American history.

“In my estimation Dr. Horowitz has unearthed a
covert operation run amok, that is bigger than any
secret operation in U.S. history, and more momentous in it’s implications to humanity than the atomic
weapons ‘Manhattan Project’ of World War II.”

TESTIMONIALS FOR DR. HOROWITZ
“I firmly believe that it is quite highly possible that
the AIDS virus is the result of genetic warfare testing,” Will Smith informed Barbara Walters during
a 2008 interview, reflecting on Dr. Horowitz’s book,
Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola--Nature, Accident or Intentional? that the award-winning actor
arranged to be shown in his 2007 Warner Bros. film,
I Am Legend.

Pat atie etum vel utet utat nosto od dolenim doluptat dolorem zzriliquate dignis niam alit iriliquat. Duisi.
Space does not permit the dozens of other celebrities, scientists, and health professionals
who have highly recommended Dr. Horowitz’s books and films.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE: Clinician, Prophet, Scholar and Natural Healer,
Dr. Horowitz Prompted a Revolution in the Music Industry Pioneering
“Medicinal Music” Made in the Frequency of LOVE/528.”
In 2007, Dr. Horowitz decrypted “The
Real da Vinci Code” resulting in the
“528LOVERevolution” in the music
and natural healing industries.
Influencing recording artistry worldwide, including Bono from U2 who
tuned to Horowitz’s recommended
528Hz in loving memory of Bono’s mother IRIS, Bono used 528Hz to record
his featured track in U2’s Songs of Innocence album. Bono is one of thousands
of recording artists evidencing Horowitz’s worldwide impact, with “paradigm
shattering” musicial-mathematical revelations explaining the metaphysics of
“LOVE/528” and its unparalled implications and promise for world health, lasting peace, and sustainability in the 21st Century.
“528 music can set everyone free from the deadliest diseases,” Dr. Horowitz boldly
claims. He explains why 528nm--the color of chlorophyll in plants--is tied to the
“sound of LOVE/528--528Hz, offering civilization’s greatest hope for securing
“prosperty in all ways,” including optimal geopolitical and spiritual freedom.
Dr. Horowitz’s 528 Science Presents
A Natural Cure for Global Warming “The petrochemical/pharmaceutical cartel doesn’t vibe to the music of
LOVE/528. In fact they’ve censored
and smeared it,” Dr. Horowitz says, proposing to cure the world’s pollution, medical intoxication, economic recession, and
social/cultural degeneration, using the
“good vibrations” of the original Solfeggio musical scale, especially 528Hz.
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UNPARALLED PRESENTATIONS: Dr. Leonard Horowitz Tells More
About the World’s Most Urgent Problems, Who is Creating Them, and
How To Remedy Them, than Probably Anyone on Earth.
Dr. Horowitz is, far and away, healthcare’s most riveting speaker. That’s why he is still a
YouTube favorite, despite Google/YouTube censoring his personal channel and Wikipedia blocking his biography. “Dr. H.” is a Robin Hood of sorts. He steals secrets about
drug company poisons and legislative corruption that turns a blind eye to resulting intoxications of people and the planet. Dr. Horowitz distributes life-saving advice, healthenhancing facts, and natural healing cures to common problems faced by families having to make hard decisions. During such urgencies, using his scholoarly intelligence and
clinical experience, Dr. Horowitz provides direction for consumer protection, physical
salvation, and spiritual evolution.
This award-winning author and filmmaker’s research and wisdom has inspired more
than Hollywood’s screenwriters and celebrities. His controversial discoveries have
caused nations to change their healthcare policies. Millions of fans have spread his
advice to avoid risky vaccinations. From his double doctorates in Medical Dentistry and
Naturopathic Medicine, and his training at Harvard University in Public Health, beyond his Master of Education degree, his keynotes, lectures, and seminars have inspired
millions of people to take personal responsibility for their rapid recoveries from myriad
diseases, including cancer, heart disease, auto-immune illnesses, depression, nervous
system disorders, and more. His natural healing, low cost, no risk, highly effective selfcare recommendations have helped millions of people worldwide regain health, vitality,
and extend longevity to live more active and successful lives.
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The word “a-toneme[a]nt suggests
a musical note intended, that also
spells “at – one –
ment,” indicating
that LOVE/528Hz
generates optimal unification
between people
and God for miraculous healing.

CAREER MILESTONES
What Dr. Horowitz Did and Why
1978 - Founded non-profit 501(c) educational corporation, Tetrahedron, Inc.,
to advance holistic health care and complementary and natural medicine.
1982-93 - Opened East Coasts’ first holistic professional center combining medicine
and dentistry, the Magnolia Dental and Medical Center north of Boston providing health education, nutritional counseling, physical therapy, behavioral therapy, pharmaceutical or homeopathic medicine, chiropractic care, and Oriental
medicine/acupuncture. Successful practice supported by referrals from Tufts and Harvard faculty.
1989-93 - Developed a professional advisory and research council to improve the quality of healthcare for the largest
dental and medical supply company, HENRY SCHEIN, INC., Port Washington, NY, and personally trained 30,000
healthcare professionals in caring safely, confidently, and empathetically for HIV/AIDS patients.
1990-93 - Solved the mystery of the “Florida Dental AIDS Tragedy” and published oversees peer reviewed journals
after U.S. science organizations refused to pubish due to their conflicting financial interests.
1996 - present - Published first of three American bestselling books--the monumental Emerging Viruses: AIDS &
Ebola--Nature, Accident or Intentional? containing secreted U.S. Govt. and National Cancer Institute contracts best
explaining the emergence of HIV/AIDS in 1976 in New York City’s gay population.
1998 - present - Published second American bestselling book--Healing Codes for the Biological Apocalypse revealing for
the first time in 2 thousand years the original Solfeggio musical scale including the 528Hz “MIracle” note believed to
be the “key of the house of David” heralded in the “End Times” for world peace. (Isaiah 22:22; Rev. 3: 6-8)
1999 - Published Healing Celebrations: Miraculous Recoveries Through Ancient Scripture, Natural Medicine & Modern
Science, and conducted extensive seminar tour explaining the doctor’s six-step program to secure health.
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* Includes nearly 3 dozen scientific peer reviewed publications
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“LOVE/528 vibrates at the
heart of rainbows
and sunshine. It’s
color is greenishyellow. This resonance energy is
what chlorophyll
reflects into your
eyes--the ‘windows of your soul.’
This frequency of
light and sound
energy best
serves to bring
you into a state
of Divine communion, also called
Holy Spiritual
”atonement.”

2000- present - Developed HEALTHY WORLD DISTRIBUTING, LLC. to bring to market outstanding natural healing products
and services based on the doctor’s 528 revelations.
2000 - Jermaine Jackson arranges for Dr. Horowitz to address
All African Conference on AIDS in Gabon, hosted by the Royal
Bongo family. Subsequently, Horowitz travels to Kenya by
invitation of Maj. Gen. Gwambo and His Excellency Arap Moi to
advance natural therapies for HIV/AIDS.
2001 ( June) - Doctor publishes prophetically-titled book, Death in the Air: Globalism, Terrorism & Toxic Warfare,
three months before 9/11, attack on the World Trade Center.
2001 (Sept.) - First medical researcher to alert the FBI regarding an “anthrax scam” unfolding immediately after
9/11. The doctor noticed FBI director Robert Mueller to investigate the manufacture of the mailed antrax at the Battelle Memorial Institute in Ohio, a CIA project. Horowitz’s discovery was reported by New York Times science writer,
William Broad in December 2001, and thereafter an immediate media blackout on the mailings occurred.

School

Degree

Outcome

1970
1974

RUTGERS COLLEGE,
New Brunswick, NJ. Elected
President of the Class of
1974, Rutgers College Alumni
Association.

Bachelor of Arts in biological
sciences. Course emphasis in
anatomy, physiology, endocrinology, philosophy, and African
art.

Advanced to doctorate program
in medical dentisty and hired
immediately to teach microanatomy to medical and dental
students, and illustrate publications.

1974
1977

TUFTS UNIVERSITY, Boston, MA. Elected to the Department of Anatomy under Joan
Borysenko; teaching medical
and dental histology.

Doctor of Dental Medicine.
Dean’s list. Bates Day Award
recipient on the effects of marijuana on cardiovascular stress
response mechanisms.

Awarded research and surgical fellowships from Harvard
University and the University
of Rochester. Elected Eastman
Dental Center “free ticket.”

UNIVERSITY OF

pioneer, Dr. Helmut Zander.

Master of Science; Post-doctoral fellow in behavioral science,
Department of Periodontology
psychosocial stress factors influencing hygiene behaviors.

Became a periodontal (oral)
surgeon, and began publishing
numerous scientific peer reviewed
articles in self-care motivation
psychology and education.

HARVARD SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH, Boston,
MA; and Harvard’s Graduate
School of Education in media
health promotion

Master of Public Health degree
in Behavioral Science. Course
emphasis in health education/
health promotion. program design, production and evaluation.

Horowitz became a pioneering
producer of health education and
media persuasion programs with
substantial expertise in clinical
medicine and infection control.

1977 ROCHESTER, Rochester,
NY. Eastman Dental Center
under the guidance of “perio”
1978

1981
1982

2003 - Dr. Horowitz and water researcher James Karnstadt are among the first researchers worldwide to publish
extensively promoting the importance of drinking alkaline water along with using oxygenation therapies for fast
recouperation from myriad diseases. (See: “Survival Water pH and Oxygen”.)

“The word
‘conspiracy,’
for example,
was hashed
to muddle its
meaning. The
original word,
‘conspiracy,’
came from the
French word,
“conspire,” used
since c. 1300
to mean: ‘to
agree, unite . .
. or ‘to breathe
together.’ So
God was the
first conspirator, breathing
the breath of
life into Adam’s
nostrils. .”
Dr. Leonard Horowitz

2003 - Horowitz heralds the “theft” of the human genome project by J. Craig Ventor & Co. in the classic text DNA:
Pirates of the Sacred Spiral, evidencing the illegal privatizing of the public (taxpayer-funded) research project and
subsequent patent rights on genetic engineering going to Ventor and his financiers.
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MILESTONES cont
What Dr. Horowitz Did and Why
2005 - Dr. Horowitz published Walk on Water as a result of integrating 528Hz
frequency discoveries and the work of world leading physicists and water scientists,
including Dr. Horowitz’s friend and colleague, New York Times bestselling author of
Messages in Water, Dr. Masaru Emoto.
2006 - Horowitz attends Positive 2006 fund raiser in Sun City S. Africa and develops AIDS educational handout for
the audience attending the Seal Concert to benefit orphens who lost both parents to AIDS. He is inspired by grievous
disappointments and prayer to discover “The Real da Vinci Code” that may be curative to all diseases.
2006 - Exiled Russian Prince Michael Romanoff, of the royal Romanoff family knights Horowitz into The Sovereign Orthodox Order of Knights Hospitaller of St. John of Jerusalem (not to be confused with the opposition group
Knights of Malta) to serve as an Ambassador-at-Large for the Clinics for Humanity Project developing rural health
clinics for the needy worldwide.
2007 - Inspired by his Positive 2006 experience, Dr. Horowitz publishes LOVE: The Real da Vinci CODE decrypting
da Vinci’s most famous drawing--”The Vitruvian Man”--that conceals a woman behind the man who has the wisdom
to step out of the box of earthly limitation to commune with the Divine universal essence.
2008 - President Obama’s pastor, Rev. Jeremiah Wright, urges people to read Dr. Horowitz’s book, Emerging Viruses:
AIDS & Ebola, after being criticized for his position that HIV/AIDS was created by the U.S. Government to damage
“people of color.” Horowitz was immediately interviewed on CNN.
2009 - Dr. Horowitz funds and organizes “LIVE H2O”--The Concert for the Living Water -- coordinating nine live
video feeds from concert venues around the world, with groups from 76 nations participating in 528Hz frequency musical performances and prayer for purifying and sanctifying water everywhere. The goals was met with at least 144,000
people participating. An amazing crop circle that appeared during the main prayer session on Sunday, June 21, 2009,
in Wilshire, England confirmed the power of the great musical-spiritual event.
2011- Horowitz publishes The Book of 528: Prosperity Key of LOVE prompting a revolution in the music industry and
in natural healing using “medicinal music.”
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“This Apocalyptic
message relays
the archetype
upon which creative consciousness governs.
Administration of
physicality and
universal integrity
depends fundamentally upon
this “Music of
the Light.” 528Hz
LOVE frequency
is featured in
the heart of this
symphony echoing eternally.
Every archway
supporting and
protecting reality vibrates with
LOVE. The treble
and bass clefs
in music depict
these arches and
archways, superimposed upon
five lines and four
spaces totaling
nine revolving
notes forming a

Hollywood

& Horowitz
Hollywood has spun more ideas from Dr. Leonard Horowitz
than probably any medical celebrity and conspiracy investigator in history. Films inspired by Horowitz’s many books
include the X-Files Movie, Inception, I Am Legend, The Patriot, World War Z, Outbreak, and many television segments.
One of the most fascinating things about Dr. Horowitz is that government and drug industry officials cannot
directly refute his solid science backing his non-fiction books and articles. Horowitz’s publications are so compelling that media propagandists have regularly hired “skeptics” to cripple Horowitz’s credibility, conclusions,
and life-saving recommendations, without actually
refuting anything. For instance, top justice department advisors, Cass R. Sunstein and Adrian
Vermuele, published a scholarly government report
stating that some “conspiracy theories” turn out to be
true; but nonetheless require “cognitive infiltration of
extremist groups” to muddy the water. They recommended “cognitive infiltration . . . whereby government agents or their allies (acting either virtually or
in real space, and either openly or anonymously) will
undermine the [intelligence] of believers by planting doubts about the theories and stylized facts that Frame from 1999 segment of The Outer Limits
spinning Horowitz’s 9th book, Deadly Innocirculate within such groups, thereby introducing
cence. Actor gives tainted vaccination, then
associate abruptly holds up newspaper headbeneficial cognitive diversity.”
line: “HOROWITZ EXECUTED.“
In other words, intentionally spinning truth, seeding falsehoods, and controlling the social and broadcast media
to plant doubts about everything from climate change to risky vaccinations are the ways and means used to
control information and civilization.
Dr. Horowitz has been a leading critic of this covert method of “mind control” and population control amounting to unfair competition and deceptive trade by pharmaceutical companies. In retaliation, the corporatecontrolled media, and Hollywood,- has regularly spun Dr. Horowitz’s findings into frightening and confusing
commercial successes.
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HERO

Conspiracy
Theory vs.
Reality:
Surviving and
Thriving in a
World of
Deception

“I have openly declared Dr. Horowitz an
American hero for having the courage to wage
the most difficult of battles by exposing the
exponentially growing public health disaster
threatening the health and well being of our
entire nation.”
Ingri Cassel, Assoc. Editor,
Idaho Observer

Restoring Peace, Productivity, Prosperity and Paradise
Enduring a quarter-century of political and religious persecution, widespread defamation on the
Internet, and damaging retaliation for whistleblowing on the pharmaceutical industry, in 2014 Philadelphia native, award-winning author, Messianic Jewish doctor, Harvard-trained intelligence analyst,
and natural healing expert, Dr. Horowitz, published The Book of 528: Prosperity Key of LOVE that
has prompted a revolution in the music and natural healing arts and sciences. Dr. Horowitz began
this trek in 1998 when he published his third bestseller Healing Codes for the Biological Apocalypse.
He revealed, after 2,000 years of censorship, the precise frequencies of sound by which the universe
was constructed and is still being sustained musically, harmonically. These revelations are “paradigm
shattering.” The ancient original Solfeggio musical scale revelations introduce a model for New
World development promising to restore “paradise lost”--a utopian “global village.” This astonishing
intelligence justifies a revolution in science, medicine, politics, commerce, and education expanding
from the greatest secreted truth in the history--the “real da Vinci code”--the “musical mathematics” of “intelligent design.”
Dr. Horowitz reveals simple mathematics impacting basic physics, water science, and organic chemistry, giving
humanity its greatest hope for world peace, healing, and protection from cancers and emerging plagues. Scholars
addressing the likelihood of human extinction find Horowitz’s recommendations inspiring. The 528Hz frequency is believed by Bible scholars to be the “MIracle” key used by King David to heal people with his miraculous healing harp. “This is the ‘key of the house of David,’” Dr. Horowitz theorizes, “central to fulfilling Bible
prophesies and more.” This is the “gold offering” that opens the door to miraculous manifestations from the holy
dwelling of Divine presence and cosmic unity. (Numbers 7:14; 20; 26; 32; 38; 44; 50; 56; 62; 68; 74; 80--this
numerological code repeats “528” 4 times) Much like Aristotle, the father of modern science named the first
science book PHYSICS using the Greek root word “PHILOS,” that means “LOVE,” following Jesus’s loving
passion, and Moses’ urgent quest for freedom, Dr. Horowitz prompted a “528LOVERevolution.” The doctor
advances evidence supporting his theory that pure LOVE--”The Universal Healer”--vibrates at 528 cycles per
second (Hertz frequency); and music played at 528Hz frequency prompts miraculous healings.
Curiously, and prophetically, the Old and New Testaments, that rarely cite the same predictions, address the
“Church of Philadelphia” in the “City of Brotherly Love”” in Isaiah 22:22 and Revelation 3: 6-8, urging, “Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says . . . . These are the words of him who is holy and true, who
holds the key of David. What he opens no one can shut, and what he shuts no one can open.” Survival in these
“End Times” may depend on this prophesy, your eyes and ears being open, and this promise, “I will also keep
you from the hour of trial that is going to come on the whole world to test the inhabitants of the earth.”
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& Films
Books

Dr. Horowitz has published 19 books, produced 6 feature-length
documentaries,
and
many “Hollywood Spin”
segments
containing
news and edu-taining
commentary with co-host
Sherri Kane--the “Lynne
Russell of Independent
Media.” His first book,
Choosing Health for Yourself: A Clear & Practical Guide to Motivating Self-care presented a model for children to become self-motivated and self-reinforcing agents for
their own healther, happier and more successful development.

Delit Lisit 2005
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& Keynotes

Seminars

• DEMYSTIFYING MIRACULOUS HEALING:
Recovering Health by Applying
Common Sense & the Chemistry
and Frequency of LOVE/528.

• LOVE: The Real da Vinci CODE:
Discovering and Applying the
Sacred Secreted Knowledge
Underlying Intelligent Design
and How to Co-Create Prosperity
in All Ways Miraculous.

• THE MESSAGE IN WATER:
A Tribute to Dr. Masaru Emoto and
the Pioneers in Water Science and
Energy Medicine.

Delit Lisit 2005
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Dr. Leonard Horowitz
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Horowitz’s 528
product line enables
sponsors, wholesalers, and clinicans a profitable opportunity to help people
heal most rapidly and stay healthy. Great for fund-raising
and profiting health professionals, inviting Dr. Horowitz to
speak at educational events, on radio programs sponsored
by retailers and/or clinicians, and on television shows, you
too can enjoy the benefits of helping others. The chart below lists Dr. Horowitz’s main products available for wholesale, retail, or “back of the room” sales.

Merchandizing & Product Lines
Consumer

Dental

Veterinary

Miscellaneous

OxySilver 8oz.

Liquid Dentist 8 oz. OxySilver for Pets 528 Auto Energizer

OxySilver 3oz.

Liquid Dentist 3 oz.

PrimoLOVE 16 oz.

528 Tuning Fork

Featured Products

528 Windchime

PURE GO 2 oz.

528 Fashions

GI Flora Pro

Books, CDs, DVDs

528 Rejuvenate

OxySilver 8oz.

OxyAdvantage
LOVEMinerals

PrimoLove

Liquid
Dentist

OxySilver

528 Rejuvenate

Water Resonator

Liquid Hygienist

528 SUPERFOOD Water Ozonator

To order your supply of merchandise, or for more information call 310-877-3002.
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DISTRIBUTORS WELCOME

“I not only believe we can
hydro-engineer
freedom from
infectious
diseases using
products like
OxySilver that
resonates in 528
sound and light,
I have proven it.
Not only have
OxySilver users corroborated
my claims, but
I demonstrated
that water can
be ‘structured’ to
carry a healing
charge, contrary
to scientific
concensus and
medical dogma.
The work of
Ron Saykally
at Berkeley
evidences a
profound impact
on DNA and
electro-genetics
from ‘clustered
water’ science.”
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